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ABSTRACT

Background: Application frameworks, such as Ruby on Rails, introduce abstractions with the goal of simplifying development for particular application domains, such as web development. While experts enjoy increased productivity due to these abstractions, the flow of the programs is often hard to understand for non-experts and newcomers due to implicit flow and concealed lower level action that seems like “magic”.

Objective: We conjecture that converting these implicit flows into an explicit and unified form can help non-experts comprehend the programs using these frameworks. We call the process of unifying distributed, implicit flows into a single routine deimplicitization.

Method: We want to conduct an experiment that studies the impact of deimplicitization on program comprehension. Particularly, we want to study how software developers with different expertise (novices/students, framework experts/professional developers) can answer comprehension questions differently with respect to time and correctness, under the treatments of either a deimplicitized version of the program in Python or the original version of the program in Ruby on Rails.

1 INTRODUCTION

Application frameworks, such as Ruby on Rails, introduce abstractions with the goal of simplifying development for particular application domains (e.g., web development). Proponents of these frameworks argue that the high learning curve introduced by these abstractions is justified because they result in increased productivity for expert developers. However, an unfortunate ancillary consequence is that programs written in these frameworks are often hard to understand for non-experts and newcomers to the codebase.

Continuing the example of Ruby on Rails, its abstractions introduce difficulties in the following aspects:

- Implicit flow of dynamic languages and dynamic dispatch.
- Intensive use of indirection through listeners.
- “Magic” functionality introduced through metaprogramming.†
- Behavior in the codebase without explicit flows due to abstractions in application frameworks (e.g., MVC — Model View Controller paradigm).

These implicit flows provide high-level programming abstractions for these frameworks. However, a downside is that programs using these frameworks may perform low-level actions not apparent in the source code, which often appear as unpredictable behavior or unexpected semantics [1, 2, 7–9] to non-experts.

1.1 Deimplicitization

We conjecture that converting these implicit flows into an explicit and unified form can help non-experts comprehend the programs using these frameworks. We call the process of unifying implicit flows into a single routine deimplicitization.

To deimplicitize programs that use these frameworks, we implemented an approach, Konure [6], that uses active learning to infer programs that access relational databases. The Konure paper presents experiments where Konure infers the functionality of programs in various languages (Ruby on Rails, Java, and Python) and regenerates the functionality in Python.

1.2 Konure

Figure 1 provides an overview of the Konure architecture. When Konure executes the program, the Konure proxy collects the traffic between the program and the database. As a result Konure observes all of the low-level SQL queries performed by the program. Note that these queries are often hidden from developers — the application frameworks are designed to implicitly perform low-level queries based on high-level source code.

Konure uses an internal domain specific language (DSL) to represent the observed program functionality. This DSL supports (a subset of) SQL queries, along with variable references and control structures such as conditional branches and bounded loops. Konure works with black box programs whose externally visible behavior conforms to the DSL. Because Konure does not need to analyze the source code of these programs, the programs may be implemented in any languages or application frameworks. Given a potentially

†https://medium.com/ruby-on-rails/demystifying-the-magic-of-rails-416d2195f098
implicit program whose behavior conforms to the DSL, Konure infers the program functionality and translates it into a unified and explicit Python routine. When the original program is implemented with implicit application frameworks such as Ruby on Rails, the regenerated Python routine serves as a deimplicitized version of the original program.

This study investigates how deimplicitization affects the comprehension of programs that are built with application frameworks.

2 HYPOTHESES & RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We formulate our high-level hypothesis as follows:

Deimplicitization can help developers comprehend implicit programs.

In the text that follows, we refer to the deimplicitized version of an implicit program as its corresponding "deimplicitized program."

2.1 Research Questions

Our empirical study reflects on the following research questions:

• **RQ1**: Do deimplicitized programs reduce the time needed to complete comprehension tasks on the corresponding implicit programs?
• **RQ2**: Do deimplicitized programs increase the correctness of comprehension tasks on the corresponding implicit programs?
• **RQ3**: Does the participants’ expertise in the application frameworks influence the time to complete or the correctness of the tasks?

These research questions follow from our high level hypothesis on deimplicitization.

2.2 Hypotheses

We translate the research questions RQ1 and RQ2 into the following testable hypotheses:

• **H_{10}**: There is no difference in the response time between participants that access or do not access the deimplicitized programs.
• **H_{20}**: There is no difference in the correctness of responses between participants that access or do not access the deimplicitized programs.

Their corresponding alternative hypotheses are as follows:

• **H_{1a}**: The response time is shorter for participants that access deimplicitized programs than participants that do not.
• **H_{2a}**: The correctness of responses is higher for participants that access deimplicitized programs than participants that do not.

To study RQ3, we will conduct two separate experiments:

• **Experiment I** focuses on novices.
• **Experiment II** focuses on experts.

For each experiment we will independently test the two hypotheses described above.

Figure 1: The Konure architecture, including a transparent proxy interposed between the application and the database to observe the generated database traffic.

3 VARIABLES

We briefly describe the variables involved in our experiments. The independent variable is:

• **Deimplicitization**, dichotomous variable. This variable represents whether a participant has access or has no access to a deimplicitized program.

The dependent variables can be described as follows:

• **Time Spent**, in seconds (**H_{10}**). This variable represents the time from a participant being presented with a task until providing an answer.
• **Correctness**, dichotomous variable (**H_{20}**). This variable represents whether a participant answers a task correctly or incorrectly. We only distinguish between fully correct answers. There is no "partial credit" for answers.

We additionally introduce the following control variables:

• **RoR Familiarity**, in years. This variable represents a participant’s prior experience working with Ruby on Rails, which is the application framework of the implicit programs.
• **Python Familiarity**, in years. This variable represents a participant’s prior experience working with Python, which is the language of the deimplicitized programs.
• **SQL Familiarity**, dichotomous variable. This variable represents whether a participant has prior experience with SQL, either through direct working experience or through education.
• **Study Object Difficulty/Complexity**. This variable represents the level of difficulty/complexity of a study object, which is an open source Ruby on Rails project supported by Konure.

We anticipate that the major confounding variable is the prior experience with the relevant application framework and languages, that is, Ruby on Rails, Python, and SQL. We plan to control for the effect of these confounding variables by focusing the population for each experiment on a small range of expertise levels.
The goal is to allow the deimplicitized code to provide similar information as in potential deployment scenarios.

5 PARTICIPANTS/SUBJECTS

For both experiments, we recruit participants with software development experience who have at least one year of Python programming experience and are familiar with relational databases and SQL syntax. Because Python is widely used and because databases are often taught in undergraduate institutions, we believe that this population is broad enough for general interest. Additionally:

- **Experiment I** participants must have no prior experience with Ruby on Rails (novices).
- **Experiment II** participants must have at least one year of programming experience with Ruby on Rails (experts).

Before starting each experiment, we plan to first conduct a pilot study to estimate the effect sizes. Based on this preliminary data, we will perform a power analysis and aim for at least 40% statistical power, which is common for software engineering experiments [4], at the standard 0.05 level ($\alpha = 0.05$). We will then determine the sample size based on the results of the power analysis and the availability of participants.

6 EXECUTION PLAN

For each experiment, we assign participants into two groups:

- **Control Group** participants are shown only the implicit programs, i.e., the Ruby on Rails source code.
- **Treatment Group** participants are shown both the implicit programs and their corresponding deimplicitized programs, i.e., both the Ruby on Rails source code and the corresponding deimplicitized Python routine.

To familiarize participants with the study environment, we plan to start the session with a warm up task to explain the setting. The code is shown in a syntax highlighted text editor. We do not allow participants to execute or modify the code.

Participants are then asked to comprehend several application APIs. For each API, participants answer questions about the functionality shown in the code. As soon as the code and question are displayed, we automatically start to measure the time to task completion, which is completed as soon as participants move on to the next question (or complete the experiment session). We follow up with open-ended questions for participants to discuss their experience.

7 ANALYSIS PLAN

To provide an overview of the study results, we plan to present summary statistics (mean, median, standard deviation, max, min) over the treatment and control groups and overall for the dependent variables (time in seconds, number of correctly fulfilled tasks). Additionally, we want to show the distribution as part of a histogram.

As for significance tests, we plan to follow a frequentist approach. We would first test for normality by conducting a Shapiro-Wilk test. Depending on the distribution, we would then either perform a t-test or Mann-Whitney U test. We will do this for our variables **Time Spent** and **Correctness**. Since correctness is a binary variable, our measure will be the number of correct answers given.
We initially calculated effect size as part of our power analysis. We also set out to estimate the extent of how substantially different the measures in our full dataset are by calculating the effect size again. We choose the particular procedure to calculate effect size given the distribution of our sample measures. Cohen’s d is an appropriate comparison between two means, usually to accompany a t-test [3]. Cliff’s delta is a non-parametric effect size measure that is used to calculate the frequency of values in one distribution differ from values in another distribution [5].

8 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Prior experience with Ruby on Rails could affect the results. We mitigate this threat by focusing each experiment on only novices or only experts.

Using a specific sample of small to medium size Ruby on Rails applications and APIs could limit the ability to generalize the results, especially for RQ1 (time), to larger applications or applications with different code quality (e.g., availability of comments). We anticipate that the results for RQ2 (correctness) and RQ3 (expertise) are still relevant for larger applications, given that the focus is on one input/output flow targeting a particular entry point of the application.

Using a research tool (Konure) could limit the ability to generalize the results to deployment scenarios. We mitigate this threat by preprocessing the Konure deimplicitization outputs systematically to mimic potential deployment scenarios.

Focusing on only one abstraction framework (Ruby on Rails) could limit the ability to generalize the results to other abstraction frameworks, especially frameworks that adopt different abstraction strategies. However, the particular abstractions (model abstraction, view abstraction, routing, inversion of control) that we target with Konure are traits that are prevalent in many other application frameworks, such as Python/Django, PHP/Symfony, and Java/Spring. This increases the likelihood that our results generalize within the scope of these application frameworks.

Using only one deimplicitization tool could limit the ability to generalize the results to other potential tools that deimplicitize programs in other domains of computation.
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